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Nymphi Design unveils 2014 collection
On location in the stunning Mani region of southern Greece, top photographers rChive captured the essence of Nymphi’s 2014 collection to be debuted at 
White Gallery London this May. 

Nymphi’s high-end accessories adorned dresses from Greek designer, Orsalia Parthenis. With their high quality minimal lines, the silk jersey gowns set 
the tone for the day and created a perfect backdrop to showcase Nymphi’s accessory collection. 

“The accessories by Nymphi Design are a great complement to my bridal collection. I love the result,” declared Orsalia Pathenis. Photos from this and 
other shoots can be seen at www.nymphidesign.com.

New premises for 
Textile Forum
Textile Forum, the fashion fabric show, will be 
entering a new stage in its development with a 
move to a much larger venue for the forthcoming 
October exhibition. 
The autumn show will be held from 16th-17th 
October, 2013 at One Marylebone, close to 
Regent’s Park.

“In 2012 we celebrated 10 years of delivering 
high quality fabrics to the designer market; 
this year it is about capitalising on this success 
and offering a greater selection of fabrics from 
both UK and Continental mills,” says Linda 
Laderman, co founder and organiser.

“We will expand gradually, initially taking 
the first floor of One Marylebone for October, 
which will allow us to increase the number of 
stands by around 40 per cent. However, we have 
the option to use other areas in this historical 
venue in the future. The move also enables us to 
upgrade the level of presentation for visitors – 
and exhibitors.”

One Marylebone is easily accessible by many 
tube lines (Great Portland Street tube is opposite 
and Regent’s Park and Warren Street a few 
minutes’ walk). Closest mainline stations are 
Euston, Kings Cross and Paddington.

For further information about exhibiting or 
visiting, please contact Linda Laderman on +44 
(0)20 7843 9496 or lindal@ladermanpr.co.uk.



White Gallery

Some of the UK’s leading bridal 
designers will be presenting 
their latest collections at 
Battersea Evolution this May. 
Read on for our exclusive 
preview of White Gallery.

LONDON

What are you showing at White Gallery? 
Our 2013 collection will be available to order and we will be 
showing our exciting 2014 collection which features some 
stunning statement pieces. We will also be launching a ready 
to wear collection for the mother of the bride.

Where did you find the inspiration for these designs? 
For my 2014 collection, inspiration came from a book I was reading about the 
‘30’s era combined with some popular elements from our vintage collection. 

Which materials and embellishments have 
you used?  
I’ve used modern fabrics and bold 
handmade trims made from pearls, 
diamantés and Swarovski crystals.

What sort of bride will these designs 
appeal to? 
These designs will appeal to confident, 
sassy brides that know their own mind.

What are you showing at 
White Gallery?
We will be showing our beautiful new 
collection of wedding wear and our 
selection of bridesmaid dresses.

Where did you find the inspiration for these designs?
At the core of our next collection (autumn/winter 2013/2014) 
is the unification of the west and the east. 

Which materials and embellishments have you used? 
We have used materials suitable for layering that offer 
an aesthetic sexuality and comfort. Feminine lace gently 
repeats the curves of the body and the under dress, 
crafted from a contemporary micro-fibre, allows freedom in 
movement. Detachable silk collars embellished with crystals 
add to the transformation. We offer versatility by playing 
with colours, textures and accessories. We offer the bride 
an ability to change her look depending on her mood or  
the occasion.

What sort of bride will these designs appeal to?
These designs will appeal to a bride who is charming, 
mysterious and graceful, but also vulnerable and sensitive.
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What are you showing at 
White Gallery?
With veils, floral headpieces, 
sashes, cuffs, collars, and 
shoulder pieces, our 2014 
collection has much to offer. 

We’re presenting a range of look-defining, statement pieces 
with a variety of styles including vintage, bohemian, art deco, 
and classic romantic. The collection cleverly combines styles 
and materials to create pieces that intertwine with one another, 
thus allowing retailers to suggest a mix of accessories that will 
accentuate, complement and define any bridal look. 
 
Where did you find the inspiration for these designs?
My influences are varied, enabling me to create a fresh and 
eclectic range of pieces. My Nymphi 2014 collection was 
inspired by strong women in revolutionary eras, such as the 
‘20’s and the ‘60’s, and the way they represented their strength 
through elaborate styling.
 
Which materials and 
embellishments have 
you used?
Our pieces are created 
with a wide variety of 
fabrics and materials, used 
in unexpected ways. We 
have used a range of tulles, 
organza, silks and satin, 
French lace, horsehair, ostrich
and marabou feathers, Swarovski 
and Preciosa crystals, antique beading, rhinestones and fresh 
water pearls. As well as the classic white and ivory, the 2014 
collection also features popular blush and nude tones.
 
What sort of bride will these designs appeal to?
Our collection will appeal to a vibrant, confident bride who is 
fashion aware and looking to make a statement on her big day, 
be it boho-chic, classic elegance or funky floral. 

What are you showing at White Gallery?
My 2014 Sassi Holford ‘Signature’ Collection and the 
second collection of my esprit label, ‘So Sassi’.

Where did you find the inspiration for these designs?
I am focusing on drama and statement for Sassi Holford, 
and the So Sassi design team’s brief is ‘fun and flirty’.

Which materials and embellishments have you used?
An eclectic mix of laces, 3D embellishment and incredible 

laser cut chiffon to give the collections a new dimension.

What sort of bride will these designs appeal to?
Every successful collection has to appeal to more than one bride but I hope 
English made quality will be an important factor.
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